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Abstract

Static transistor level timing analysis has become more
and more accepted method for performance evaluation be-
cause of its reduced design cycle time when compared to
the vector based timing analysis. These static timing analy-
sis tools use transistor level delay modelling to identify tim-
ing-critical paths and estimate performance of the design.
With increase in complexity of designs it becomes neces-
sary to verify the timing-critical paths using spice-simula-
tions. In order to perform accurate modelling for spice
simulations, it becomes imperative to identify all the devic-
es and the signal-states on the nodes, for a given input to
output transition. The current techniques use greedy ap-
proaches for each input to output transition in a channel
connected component. These techniques consider turning-
on all transistors on the primary conducting path and turn-
ing-off remaining transistors on the side-paths. Thus, these
techniques don’t consider appropriate loading on the out-
put node due to transistors on the side-paths and the fanout
paths. These techniques also don’t consider the input signal
correlations. This paper presents a three-tier heuristics to
determine side path assertions, such that it maximizes, as
much as possible, the load at the output node, for a given
set of input to output transition. Also, a method to perform
the fanout path assertions is presented. This technique has
been used for spice-verification of the timing-critical paths
of transistor level designs. The results have been compared
using spice simulations of the same designs.
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1. Introduction

With increased complexity and time-to-market pres-
sures, static timing analysis is becoming critical in the ver-
ification of high performance VLSI designs. Static timing
analysis implicitly verifies all paths in a design and is there-
fore more reliable than dynamic timing analysis where the
degree of verification coverage depends on the complete-

ness of the simulation vectors.

Many synthesis and optimization tools use static analy-
sis as its backbone. Static timing analysis assumes the de-
sign is functionally verified and identifies performance
bottlenecks in the design. It is used to eliminate timing er-
rors, determine timing-critical paths and analyze design
performance.

Transistor level timing analysis involves, dividing the
design into DCC1s and then, analysing each DCC for
worst-case delays for given input-output transitions. This is
achieved by tracing the paths from output node to rail node
(vdd/gnd) for the DCC. The current techniques of path trac-
ing use greedy approaches where all the transistors on the
conducting path are turned-on and all remaining transistors
in the side paths are turned-off. This method may under-es-
timate the delay since additional loading provided by the
transistors in the side-path may be ignored. Also, these
techniques need to consider the input signal correlations,
which might arise due to logical dependency of the signals
(see [1]). Evaluation of signal-correlation of all the inputs
for a DCC is a very difficult problem by itself. Considera-
tion of signals along the path becomes more difficult.
Hence an optimal method to choose the set of input signals
need to be devised. In this paper a three-tier heuristic is pre-
sented for turning-on/off the transistors on the primary, sec-
ondary and fanout paths at transistor level delay modelling.
The earlier techniques used to set the inputs for each DCC
in turn,whereas our approach takes the whole path into con-
sideration for setting the inputs. This allows a more accu-
rate modelling of the signal correlations along the timing
critical path. The three tier technique presented in this pa-
per, has been used in spice-verification of timing critical
paths for the state-of-the-art industrial designs. The organi-
zation of the paper is as follows : some preliminaries and
problem definition are developed in the following section
and in section 3, the new technique is described. Sections
4 and 5 illustrate the spice verification results and conclu-

1. a DCC (DC connected component) is a set of source-drain (channel)
connected transistors without considering connections through vdd/gnd



sions, respectively.

2. Preliminaries

The delay calculation at transistor level analysis in-
volves partitioning the design into directly connected com-
ponents (DCCs). The DCCs are topologically sorted. Each
DCC is then considered for delay-calculation using path-
tracing and delay-modelling techniques. The timing-criti-
cal paths are then identified, which is fixed by the design-
ers (either using sizing/restructuring tools or manually
fixing the transistors on the critical path) for improving per-
formance. However, the critical-path that is reported by the
delay-calculator can introduce some path errors (see [1]).
To verify these timing-paths for correctness manually can
result in wastage of design resources. Hence, an automatic
spice-verification of these paths need to be implemented. In
order to accurately model for spice verification, it is re-
quired that all the transistors and the nodes that contribute
to the critical-path are included for spice simulations. And,
also, the input signal-states for the transistors of all DCCs
along the timing-path have to be determined. This involves
determination of appropriate initial conditions for the cir-
cuit. For complex logic structures, it becomes imperative to
include the logical dependencies across DCCs while gener-
ating the spice-verification deck. The problem is formulat-
ed in the following paragraphs of this section.

Definitions
1. A Triggeris defined as the transistor whose gate-node

is switching, which causes an output transition; e.g. in
figure 1, transistorn1 is switching from low to high val-
ues.

2. A Primary pathis defined as the path from rail node
(vdd/gnd) to output node that contains the trigger (e.g.,
path through the transistorsn1 andn2).

3. A Secondary pathis defined as a non-conducting path
from rail node to output node, that may or may not in-
clude the trigger. This includes all side-paths from rail
(vdd/gnd) to output nodes, excluding primary path.

Consider an example in figure 1, a single DCC of an
XOR circuit. This DCC has a set of inputs (a1and a2) and
a set of outputs (out). Given that transistorn1 is trigger
(that is, gate-nodea2 transitions from low to high) - for the
output out, to switch from high to low, there are several
paths from the rail (vdd/gnd) to the output node (through,
n2 andp2 transistors of the inverter). The requirement here
is to determine valid set of input-signals, for the transistors
to be turned-on/off in the DCC for given input-output tran-
sition to happen. In other words, we need to determine the
valid signal-states for nodes on the primary and secondary

paths of the DCC. For example, for the transistorn1switch-
ing from low to high value and outputout falling from high
to low , it is required to find the signal-states on the nodes
a1 and int , which determine the set of transistors that are
turned-on as well as those transistors that are turned-off.
Along with this, it is required to find the signal-states of all
the nodes in the fanout DCCs of this XOR-DCC.

Thus, the aim is to identify an optimal-delay (maximal/
minimal-delay depending on worst-case or best-case analy-
sis1) primary-path for given input-output signal transition.
And, determine an optimal set of signal-states for the nodes
on the secondary and fanout paths of the DCC. To deter-
mine such an optimal set of signal-states on all the nodes of
the DCC is as hard a problem as the dynamic sensitization
problem, that is, NP-hard [1]. This is because of the input
signal-correlations , including the logical dependencies and
the reconvergent nodes along the timing path.

Problem statement
For a given timing critical path, the problem is to deter-

mine the signal-states of the nodes on the primary and sec-
ondary paths of all DCCs on the timing-path. Also,
determine the set of valid signal-states for all fanout DCCs.
These are determined such that following conditions are
handled:

• C1 • More than one path from rail to output node
through the trigger should be resolved

• C2 • Secondary paths should be non-conducting and
should consider accurate loading conditions

1. all the analysis discussed further are only on worst-case analysis; it can
be easily extended for the best-case analysis as well.
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• C3 • Fanout paths should be handled appropriately to
include the miller capacitances

• C4 • Signal correlations (for mutually exclusive signals,
inversions etc.)  need to be handled

The technique described below attempts at resolving
these conditions based on a heuristic, such that there is as
much maximization of the load as possible at the output-
node.

3. Three-tier Assertion technique

Definitions
1. Assertionis defined as assignment of one of the follow-

ing signal-states  to a node, as LO, HI, Lo2Hi or Hi2Lo.

2. Assertibilityis defined as the feasibility of an assertion
on the node.

The signal-states that are defined for a node are LO (sig-
nal low), HI(signal high), Lo2Hi (rising signal) and Hi2Lo
(falling signal). The default state is Undef (undefined).
During path-tracing a node might be asserted to HI state;
the same node could be re-visited with a new state, say, LO.
This results in a conflict in the signal-states as the same
node cannot be signals low and high simultaneously; and
the node is said to be non-assertible. However, if the same
node is revisited with Lo2Hi state, then, the node is assert-
ible, since the final state is still signal-state high. Every time
a node is assigned a signal-state (i.e., node is said to be as-
serted), its assertibility is verified before assignment.

With this understanding of assertion and assertibility,
the problem stated in the previous section can now be trans-
lated to determine the following parameters for each DCC :

• P1 • input assertion for the transistors (and, hence, all
nodes) on the primary path

• P2 • input assertion for the transistors (and, hence, all
nodes) on the secondary path

• P3 • fanout-node1 assertions at all the output-nodes of
the DCC

  • P4 •  initial conditions on all the switching nodes

The three-tiers of the heuristics are described in sections
3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. These steps determine the parameters P1,
P2 and P3 respectively. To determine the last parameter,
P4, all the node assertions are first obtained and then, de-
pending on the signal-transition (Lo2Hi or Hi2Lo) of the
nodes, the initial conditions for the nodes are assigned (as

LO for Lo2Hi and HI for Hi2Lo). The procedure is de-
scribed briefly below. The three-tier algorithm is illustrated
in figure 3.1.

For the given timing critical path, topologically sort the
DCCs from the timing input to the timing output. Then, for
each DCC perform the following operations. This task of
assertions is divided into three basic operations (and, hence,
termed as three-tier technique).

1. Determine the primary paths for all the DCCs on the
timing-path under consideration and update the asser-
tions on these primary paths.

2. Identify the set of transistors that can be asserted such
that there is maximum loading at the output node, at the
same time, there are no conducting paths to the rail (ex-
cluding the sneak paths and the split primary paths2) for
all the DCCs in the path.

3. Determine all the fanout DCCs and perform the prima-
ry-path and secondary path assertions.

1. All nodes in the fanout DCCs are collectively termed as fanout-node. 2. described in section 3.1



It is important to note that these operations are per-
formed in that order. That is, for a given timing-critical-
path, the assertions on the primary paths for all DCCs are
performed first; then, the assertions on the secondary paths
for all the DCCs are performed. Finally, the assertions on
the fanout DCC paths are performed. After all these three
operations are completed, the initial conditions are deter-
mined for all switching nodes as described previously. A
spice deck is generated for all the DCCs (both, along the
timing critical-path and all the fanout DCCs that were con-
sidered in the third-tier above). Each of these operations are
elaborated in the following sections.

3.1.  Primary Path assertions

Given a trigger transistor, there can be more than one
path through the trigger that connects the output node to
rail. We select the most optimal path by choosing the worst-
delay path through the trigger. The directions of all the tran-
sistors are determined while tracing the path. All the tran-
sistors along this path are turned-on. All the source-drain
nodes from the rail, till the trigger transistor is found are
steady states (LO or HI). The remaining nodes, from the
trigger to the output-node are switching (Hi2Lo or Lo2Hi,
depending on if the path is electrically connected to gnd or
vdd, respectively). If there are more than one path through
the trigger, then, that path with worst delay is chosen. The
algorithm is illustrated in figure 3.4.

While performing the assertions all the signal correla-
tions are taken into consideration. Note that, this might re-
sult in a path that is conducting. For example, a balanced-
delay structure as in figure 3.2, will enable all the three par-
allel paths. We classify these parallel-paths for assertions
assplit-primary-paths.

The assumption made here is that all the paths are assert-
ible. But, due to certain signal correlations, there might be
certain paths that become insensitizable. For example, in
figure 3.3, the signalS1 is an inversion of signalS0.

3.2. Secondary Path assertions

Once the primary path has been identified, all the side
paths from rail node to the output node other than the pri-
mary path are identified. The nodes on these paths are as-
serted to values such that the paths are non-conducting.
The conventional methods turn-off all the transistors on
these path. This can result in a grossly pessimistic ap-
proach. We present here some heuristics for assertions on
the secondary paths to overcome this.

The idea behind the heuristic is to load the output-node



as maximum as possible. For this, turn-off only one tran-
sistor along the path that is closest to the rail-node. Such
that, there are as many transistors conducting as possible
that are source/drain connected to the output-node. This is
achieved by traversing all the secondary paths in a depth
first manner. The algorithm is illustrated as
traverse_side_paths_depth_first (a recursive algorithm) in
figure 3.5. This algorithm also takes care of split-primary
paths as conducting paths and not as secondary non-con-
ducting paths.

3.3.  Fanout assertions

This step involves performing fanout DCC assertions. In
this, all the fanout DCCs are identified and for each of those
DCCs steps 3.1 and 3.2 are carried out. The fanout DCCs
identified are only one level deep from the current DCC.
These assertions satisfy condition C3. The algorithm is il-
lustrated as perform_fanoutDCC_assertions in figure 3.6.

The three-tier assertions described above allows maxi-

mizing(for worst-case analysis) the load at the output node.
However, the path selection for the depth first traversal in
secondary path assertions is done arbitrarily. That is, there
might be a different set of path selection that can result in
a more optimal loading conditions at the output node. The
signal correlations can be either derived automatically (us-
ing BDD representations etc.) or user-defined. Effective as-
sertion as a result of the above operations is stored in each
node. If assertions conflict on the primary path then the tim-
ing critical path becomes insensitizable. Assignment of
transistor’s directions will also affect the determination of
the paths and assertions [2].

4. Results

The technique described in the previous section was car-
ried out using an existing in-house static timing analysis
tool. Also, the spice simulations were carried out using an
in-house spice tool. The spice deck was generated for var-
ious circuits and verified using spice simulations. The mu-
tually exclusive relations on the signal inputs were
provided by the user. The experiments were carried out on
a Solaris2.5 platform on large set of industrial designs. The
comparison table for few example designs is given below in
Table 1. The table shows deviations for the topmost timing-
critical path. Experiments were carried out on different tim-
ing critical paths for large set of designs. The results indi-
cate that the deviations for most of the circuits were - less
than 2% for most designs; and, less than 5% on an average
of these designs.

5. Conclusions

With the increasing complexity of designs and existence
of pessimistic delay models, it is necessary that the critical
paths reported by timing analysis are verified with spice
simulations. Spice simulations of complex and large de-

Table 1: Comparison of spice-verification with spice
results for top timig-critical path

Design

Spice-
based

critical-
path delay

Spice
Verification

for the
critical-path

%Dev
iation

xor 1.302ns 1.298ns 0.25%

xor2 1.647ns 1.619ns 1.74%

conditional mux 5.819ns 5.308ns 9.63%

adder 1.001ns 0.997ns 0.36%

and-or-invert 1.740ns 1.731ns 0.56%



signs become very expensive; hence, a method to verify the
timing critical paths becomes necessary. In order to accu-
rately generate spice deck for simulations, it is necessary to
incorporate all the signal dependencies. The results are di-
rectly related to the specific input signals used to drive the
simulator. Hence, the deck should consider accurate initial
conditions with the signal correlations and include all de-
pendent transistors and nodes for the delay computation.
The assertion technique described in this paper models this
accurately for spice verification. The following are some in-
ferences from the three-tier assertions:

• All transistors on the primary path are turned-on. This
allows a path from rail to the output-node. If there are
more than one path which include the trigger transistor,

then the path with maximum1 delay  is considered.

• The nodes on the secondary paths are asserted such
that there is maximum possible loading at the output
node ensuring that the path is non-conducting (exclud-
ing, sneak-paths and split-primary-paths).

• The fanout DCCs are asserted such that the miller
capacitances are maximized.This is achieved by per-
forming the primary and secondary path assertions on
the fanout DCCs.

• All nodes on the primary paths of all the DCCs for a
given timing critical path are asserted before secondary
path assertions to avoid any non-assertibility of the DCC
output-nodes.

• All fanout assertions are carried out after primary and
secondary assertions for the given  timing critical path.

The three-tier assertion technique presented here is quite
generic. And, the technique can also, easily, incorporate
any signal correlations. With this technique now verified
using spice simulations, it can be easily extended for any
transistor level delay modelling. This technique can be ex-
tended  for best-case analyses as well.
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